board to more adequately cover the demands of this new section. Details will follow in a future editorial.
The next item is the forthcoming change in the cover of this journal. We will take on a more modernized look as the cover subsumes the imagery of a background field of fuzziness while retaining the impression of a general systems focus by retaining the systems diagram in the foreground. This meager description does not adequately capture the new cover, but I am confident that you will be pleased with it. The spirit of our aims and scope is well captured in this new design.
Fourth, we are revising the "Notes for Contributors" in an effort to make it easier for authors to produce papers in a more generalized format that is consistent with other Taylor and Francis journals. One item that we intend to accentuate is the requirement that any paper submitted for consideration be written in English (of course) but at a grammatical level of understandability such that it can be given a proper and thorough critique. We sometimes receive papers in which it is all but impossible to determine the meaning of paragraphs of prose. Consequently, reviewers sometimes return papers to us without comment or we received pages and pages of critique that are little more than the editing of text. This wastes valuable reviewer time. Hence, we will return papers to authors that fail the test of readability. The details will be provided in a revised "Notes for Contributors."
Lastly, we are also going to be updating the scope of this journal. A future editorial will provide details on this aspect of journal evolution.
The journal has been in continuous publication since 1974. Through the past 30 years we have had many changes in publishers, printers, coordinators, publisher editors, and the like. This journal has been printed in various countries around the world making us truly "international." With the close of this year we will be publishing a 30-year comprehensive index searchable by author name or index term. I anticipate this to be a useful and valuable research tool.
We established a web presence for this journal at www.ijgs.org a number of years ago. There is important and useful information available at this site with links to additional information at the Taylor & Francis company site. I encourage readers and prospective authors to review this material.
I conclude my editorial with a request that comments concerning the mechanics of this journal be sent to me, for I seek the insights of others to improve our operations. My entire reason in serving as Managing Editor is to provide a superior mechanism for the publication of exceptional research in this first-tier journal. My contact information is available on the inside cover.
William J. Tastle Managing Editor
